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Class 27
The lifecycle of the Sun

 The early years
 Hydrogen “burning” phase
 The late years…

 Red Giant formation
 The helium flash
 White dwarf formation

I : The early years…

 Recall class on solar system formation
 Interstellar gas cloud collapses to form the disk-line

“solar nebula”
 Most of the mass is funneled inwards to form the

proto-Sun

 Early evolution of the proto-Sun (107years)…
 Proto-Sun gravitationally contracts, radiating its

gravitational-potential energy (Kelvin-Helmholtz
contraction)

 Core of the proto-Sun heats up and becomes more
dense

 Brief period of deuterium fusion
 Eventually temperature becomes high-enough for

hydrogen fusion (proton-proton chain)
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II : The hydrogen burning phase

 Sun spends most of its lifetime steadily fusing
hydrogen to helium via the pp-chain
 Hydrogen fusion often referred to as hydrogen

“burning”
 Can get quick estimate for the duration of the

hydrogen burning phase by using…
 Current luminosity of the Sun
 Efficiency of hydrogen→helium fusion
 Mass of the Sun’s core

 Careful calculation suggests that this phase lasts 12
billion years (and started 4.6 billion years ago)… also
predicts a slow increase in luminosity during this time

 This phase is also called the “main sequence” phase
(refers to position on the so-called H-R diagram…
more on this next semester!)
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III : The late years

 What happens when star has converted all of its
core into helium?
 Energy generation in core stops - so core starts to

contract (and heat up)
 Degeneracy pressure starts to dominate core
 Hydrogen burning continues in a shell surrounding the

core (shell burning)
 Outer layers of Sun swell up and cool off… Sun becomes

a Red Giant
 This process continues until the core becomes hot

enough for helium burning
 Helium fuses to carbon via the “Triple-alpha process”
 This process produces most of the carbon in the

Universe!
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Triple-alpha process

Kicks in at about 100 million K
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IV : The end… a white dwarf

 Eventually, all helium in the core is used up
 The envelope of the star will be completely

expelled into space
 End up with exposed degenerate carbon core

of the Sun… called a white dwarf
 Very small… stellar mass, but only the size of Earth
 Supported by electron degeneracy pressure
 Inert… no fusion.  Just gradually cools over the

course of billions of years
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